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                    Abstract
For a given finite field \(\mathbb F _q\), we study sufficient conditions to guarantee that the set \(\{\theta _1^x+\theta _2^y:\ 1\le x\le M_1,\ 1\le y\le M_2\}\) represents all the nonzero elements of \(\mathbb F _q\). We investigate the same problem for \(\theta _1^x-\theta _2^y\) and as a consequence we prove that any element in the finite field of \(q\) elements has a representation of the form \(\theta ^x-\theta ^y,\ 1\le x,y\le \sqrt{2}q^{3/4}\) whenever \(\theta \) has multiplicative order at least \(\sqrt{2} q^{3/4}\). This improves the previous known bound for a question possed by A. Odlyzko.
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